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Drawing from Nature – mark making and drawing from observing natural forms 
 
Using a range of feathers, spend some time looking at 
them closely. Become aware of their completeness as 
forms, their stillness and delicacy. Here are wood 
pigeon, pheasant, woodcock and chicken feathers. 
 
   
 

 
 Exercise 1: Pigeon Feather 
         Using a soft pencil, B/2B, or a charcoal      
         pencil, gently begin a life-size (or larger),  
         meditative, continuous line drawing, your hand  
         working at the same speed as your eye is  
         travelling over the whole form from inside to  
         outer edge. Take around 10 – 15 mins and do  
        not take your pencil off the paper at all.  

          
Look at the feather more than your drawing – and work along the whole shape – revisiting areas as you 
need. Draw what you see not what you think you see! 
 
Change your handling of the pencil and the pressure to indicate soft and sharp features, as well as the 
tonal gradation from very pale to mid-tone to the darker tone at the end. The shift through the tonal areas 
is remarkable in these feathers, the way they blend. Notice the tiny, downy fibres that sometimes 
protrude. Take care not to smudge the soft lines too much. 
 

Exercise 2: Patterned Feathers 
Use feathers with patterns and colour, stripes or blotches. Pre-stretch paper to do this exercise if you like. 
Using watercolour as your medium, use a large rounded and wet brush to describe the overall shape of the 
whole feather with the water. Water is the carrier – do not underestimate its power! Enjoy making the 
shape and let it trail to the quill and lift the brush off. Then with another brush, drop your main colour into 
the wet shape. Begin another study, keeping your eye on what’s happening to the colour in the first one. 
Create a series of watercolour sketches over the page. As they dry from wet to damp, you can work in 
more colour, pattern and line, moving from large shapes to smaller detail. The paint behaves differently, 
working into wet, damp and dry paper. Score into the wet and build up your marks with different brushes, 
possibly scumbling with your brush when the work is fully dry. 
 

Exercise 3: A study of any feather in tone 
Mix some neat Indian – or natural ink like oak gall or walnut ink - with water so you have a full tone and 
half-tone ready. With your brush, indicate the whole shape, working gently from one end to the other. 
Using a range of tools; sticks, pen and ink (handwriting/felt/Rotring/dip pens, and ink washes, build up 
your study (at least life-size) working from large shapes to tiny detail, noting what happens as the ink dries 
and what full strength and the diluted ink can bring to the study. Push your mark-making!   


